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Abstract

Russian military intervention in Ukraine has discredited the paradigm of low probability of armed conflict in Europe in the short and medium term. In Poland’s case, the only adversary is Russia, enjoying the quantitative military advantage and, in certain cases, also the qualitative superiority. The aim of the paper is to analyse the possibilities to establish conventional deterrence capability against Russia. The study has been carried out from the military perspective, although the political context has been also portrayed. The analysis is designed as a confrontation of main assumptions of the deterrence concept with specific circumstance of Polish-Russian military relations. It leads to the evaluation of particular, available for Poland, measures as effective tools of deterrence.
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INTRODUCTION - POLITICAL CONTEXT

The security architecture in Europe is undergoing dynamic changes. The Russian-Ukrainian conflict has undermined the paradigm assuming that an armed clash in the neighbourhood of Poland is unlikely or even impossible in the analysed time perspective. Some openly talk about a "New Cold War". Some commentators, politicians and militarians go even further and warn against a cold war changing into a hot one. For example, the head of NATO's Military Committee Petr Pavel described the Zapad 2017 exercise as "serious preparation for a big war".¹

These fears overlap with doubts about American involvement in Europe. Their source is, first of all, the openly transactional nature of American foreign and security policy conducted by the administration of President Donald Trump.² According to a report prepared for the security conference in Munich in 2018, America rejects what used to be its strength - "the bipartisan long-term investment into a community of like-minded states"³. Secondly, the position of the US as a force supporting the post-cold war order is increasingly being questioned. The possible loss of the US primacy in international policy and even the collapse of the entire international order is mentioned in the Strategic Studies Institute report of June 2017.⁴

Meanwhile, Russia is seeking to create the “post-West world order”, as Russia's foreign minister Sergey Lavrov called it at a conference in Munich in 2018.⁵ From Russia's point of view, in the geopolitical game Poland is part of a larger whole, that is the aggressive West. The vision of the West and NATO, which threatens Russia's position as a global player that is capable of shaping the situation in many regions of the world, and which is coming dangerously closer not so much to the borders of Russia, but to the vital areas of the state, is not just a picture created for internal propaganda. This is the picture of the international situation perceived by Russia's leadership, which in a real, and not only propaganda way stimulates moves in the political and military fields.

WAR WITH RUSSIA - EVENTUALITY OR PHANTASMAGORIA?

For Poland, the vision of a possible armed conflict with Russia is - it must be emphasized - remote and very unlikely. Though it is unlikely it is not impossible, because in the security policy, any forecasting, especially in the medium- and long-term perspective, is fraught with the risk of error. From the Polish point of view these fears are the result
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of not only Russia's intervention in Ukraine\(^6\) and provocative actions in the Baltic Sea region\(^7\), but most of all dynamically implemented reforms of Russia's military potential in terms of its technical modernization and above all in terms of a thorough reconstruction of the system as a whole, towards its greater efficiency and flexibility. The significant element of these reforms is the sharp increase in the frequency of large-scale strategic exercises and short-notice snap drills, serving to bolster the readiness of Russian forces.\(^8\) These reforms have been implemented dynamically since 2008, but as early as in the 1990s, due to the scarcity of financial resources and the need to maintain the status of superpower, the following assumption was adopted and it has remained unchanged till today: nuclear strategic forces were the priority, followed by the modernization of selected operational systems, particularly missile force projection systems and defensive systems called Anti-Access/Area-Denial. Conventional combat measures with an emphasis on tactical level (land forces, front aviation, surface fleet) were at the bottom of the list of priorities and had to wait for the improvement of Russia's financial situation. This shows Russia's desire to ensure primarily security and the superpower status, and not to expand, which requires large conventional forces capable of conducting long, intense war campaigns outside the country.\(^9\)

The analysis of the geopolitical situation, or even the basic analysis of the borders, indicates that Russia's military aggression against Poland is practically impossible until two issues are resolved in the way that Moscow wants. One of them is a significant reduction in the cohesion of Western security communities (primarily NATO, but also the European Union). In this context the weakening Polish position in the European Union due to the accusation of violating the rule of law principles should be pointed out, as well as the American push to break down European cohesion. For the USA under the presidency of Donald Trump Europe, and Germany in particular, is considered more like a rival than an ally. So, the controversial concept of the Three Seas Initiative, promoted by Poland and backed up by the US administration, takes on a new significance as a way to establish a competitive centre in Europe, contrary to the traditional Berlin-Paris power axis.\(^10\)

The other issue is Russia gaining complete control over Belarus and preferably also over Ukraine. Attacking Poland only from Kaliningrad, even after controlling Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, will be very difficult to carry out. Despite the tendency to devote special attention to Ukraine, Belarus, from military perspective, is the most important piece of the puzzle. Firstly, the distance from the Polish-Belarusian border to Warsaw is only nearly 200 kilometres. Secondly, the Bug river divides the area east of Warsaw into two


The northern part, located north of Bug, including area next to the Kaliningrad Oblast, is very difficult to launch a massive strike of armored forces - there are number of bodies of water and wetlands. The southern part, between Bug and Wieprz rivers is, by contrary, easily accessible to large armored units and provides the most advantageous direction to make a full-scale advance on Poland.\textsuperscript{11}

The direction of the Polish policy towards Belarus is a controversial issue. Supporting for democratic opposition, which might seem morally justifiable, could appear counterproductive from geopolitical point of view. As in the case of too aggressive attempt to draw Belarus into UE sphere of influence, which could cause the uncontrolled collapse of the Lukashenka regime. Such developments in Belarus may lead to boosting Russian clout, which is presently significant, but not unlimited. Aleksander Lukashenka has been cleverly vacillated between Russia and the UE, assuming, probably correctly, that one or the other would try to overthrow him. It is in Polish interest to keep Belarus stable and as far from Russian influence as possible.\textsuperscript{12}

Without meeting these conditions, it is difficult to imagine military aggression against Poland. A limited attack, for example in order to control Russian-speaking enclaves or cause chaos, may be justified in relation to the Baltic countries, but not Poland. Besides, an attack on Poland is not necessary to secure hypothetical aggression against the Baltic states.

Meeting these conditions, especially keeping the Western structures cohesive, might create a ‘kô situation’ (an expression from Go game, old Chinese/Japan board game) when anybody starting an offensive action will lose a war. On the other hand, a less favourable scenario should be considered. The pessimistic scenario assumes that a combination of political, economical and military factors (partially inspired by Moscow) will open a Russian ‘window of opportunity’. It is possible to image an aggression that would aim at establishing a friendly government in Warsaw, which would require the control of at least a significant part of the territory of Poland.

Two questions arise from these conditions. One is about the credibility of allied aid. In this context, two issues must be emphasised:

- negative experience of 1939, when Poland did not receive the promised help from France and Great Britain in the face of aggression from Nazi Germany; this experience of loneliness is still an unhealed trauma, strongly shaping Polish strategic culture;
- fragility of relations with the USA, despite the openly pro-American attitude of the government of Law and Justice; it has become noticeable in the context of controversy over the Law on the Institute of National Remembrance and a rather harsh American response, questioning the future of the strategic partnership.\textsuperscript{13}

The other question, ordering the content of this article, concerns the possibility of Poland building independent military capabilities, creating adequate deterrence potential.


Deterrence - the Essence of the Concept

Deterrence is a type of behaviour manipulation. It is to influence the behaviour of another entity (in this case, to discourage it from unfriendly actions) by creating a specific state of mind of the opponent. This state of mind is caused by a fear of the consequences of a specific action. Deterrence is convincing the opponent that the cost and/or risk resulting from taking an action will outweigh the benefits that could result from the action. Therefore, for effective deterrence, it is necessary to limit profits and increase costs on the side of the opponent. Reaching this effect is conditioned by two elements - having military strength and the threat of its use if deterrence failed.

The deterrence process can take two forms, according to the division introduced by Glenn H. Snyder. Deterrence by denial involves stopping the opponent from taking undesirable actions by convincing them that their goals would be impossible to achieve. Simply speaking, we deny the opponent the chance to win in a military confrontation. The other type of deterrence, deterrence by punishment, is based on convincing the opponent of the inevitability of incurring unacceptable losses (hence the “punishment”) if undesirable actions are taken. This threat will be applicable regardless of whether the opponent's action is successful or not. In the extreme form, typical of nuclear deterrence, the very vision of war was to be a deterrent, regardless of its outcome.

Deterrence by denial presupposes limiting the potential profits of the opponent, and deterrence by punishment presupposes the increase in costs borne by the opponent. Deterrence can target either the opponent's military potential (counterforce deterrence) or a value that is precious for the leaders of a deterred country (counter value deterrence). These are two strategies for targeting. The counterforce strategy is aimed at everything that determines the strength of the state, that is primarily the armed forces and their facilities, as well as the network of command and control and centres of political power. In counter value deterrence the territory, industrial and economic potential, or the stability of the international environment of the state, and even symbols of the prestige of the state can be the value. In nuclear deterrence, the value at which deterrence targeted was primarily the demographic potential of the opponent.

It must be openly admitted that deterring a nuclear state by a state with only conventional weapons is extremely difficult. The state's acquisition of a nuclear weapon
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in a completely unprecedented way puts it up in the international system. Conventional deterrence also offers a much lower probability of obtaining a stable, permanent stalemate situation that would discourage both sides to war. Deterrence is a constant interaction, and the balance of power between antagonists is susceptible to rapid fluctuations. Having a nuclear weapon is a clear and obvious message. Conventional capabilities are devoid of this clarity. They can be interpreted differently and attention can be drawn to various factors, such as offensive and defensive measures or the ability to absorb the conventional attack (it puts bigger nation - in terms of a territory and/or a population size - in a privileged position). Moreover, relations regarding conventional potentials can change relatively quickly (to mention the change in military relations between Germany and the Allies between 1935 and 1938, or between NATO and Russia from 2008 and 2014).

In many cases, the balance of forces capable of acting at a given moment (present at the place of action or to be moved in a short period of time) will be more important than the general balance of strength between the sides of the competition. It determines the ability to conventional deterrence against an opponent who is not highly motivated and tends to avoid unnecessary risk, but would be happy to use the "window of opportunity." Russia's relatively cautious moves during the activities in the Crimea and eastern Ukraine, run as far as they encounter strong resistance, are a perfect example of using the window of opportunity. This type of opponent will not attack unless they believe that there is a high probability of achieving a quick and easy victory (cheap victory strategy).

Conventional deterrence will usually be an example of deterrence by denial. This denial will focus on preventing the achievement of rapid military success and applying a policy of faits accomplis. Of course, this kind of deterrence will be more effective against an opponent motivated by the prospect of gaining a benefit in the event of an attack than against a rival fearing losses if they did not act. With these assumptions, it is possible to build the potential of conventional deterrence against a nuclear opponent. Wars are not necessarily total. However, a nuclear weapon remains an absolute weapon and in certain conditions (any except the threat to the existence of the state) it is a secondary factor.

In the author’s opinion, deterring a nuclear state by a state having at its disposal only conventional weapons is extremely difficult. However, this aim is achievable, provided that the military component is supported by different components constituting state power (e.g. political, economical). We should not neglect the need to develop military capacities - the assumption that adverse military balance should direct the whole attention on non-military components is false.

---
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TUSKS - A POLISH IDEA FOR DETERRENCE

The concept of building Poland’s potential of conventional deterrence appeared in June 2013. For the first time, the term “Polish tusks” was used by Prime Minister Donald Tusk during his visit to the 32nd Tactical Air Base.25 It was an idea to build a military potential, which was supposed to increase the cost of potential aggression against Poland, not allowing an opponent to achieve a cheap victory. This project, therefore, referred to the theoretical assumptions of deterrence by punishment.

The first step in this respect, undertaken before a comprehensive concept was developed, was the formation of a coastal missile squadron within the Navy. It was primarily established to damage surface targets, but the system was also to be adopted to combat ground targets. The concept presented in 2013 evolved and in the years 2014-2015 it appeared in statements of politicians of the then ruling camp, mainly Tomasz Siemoniak, the deputy prime minister and minister of national defence. The “full option” was to consist of the following elements:

- Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missiles (JASSM) carried by F-16 aircraft,
- Naval Strike Missiles (NSM) that are anti-ship and land attack missiles launched from land launchers,
- tactical missiles launched from land launchers planned to be acquired as part of the Homar programme,
- cruise missiles launched from submarines planned to be acquired as part of the Orka programme,
- unmanned aerial vehicles with the transferability of weapons planned to be acquired within the Gryf and Zefir programmes,
- Special forces.

After the elections in 2015, the ruling Law and Justice (PiS - Prawo i Sprawiedliwość) party ceased using this name. Probably the reason for this was the reluctance to continue the programmes started by the previous government as according to the official message the former government “left Poland unarmed”.26 Thus, the formal continuation was inconvenient for political reasons. Perhaps the name of the Polish concept of conventional deterrence was also significant, being an amusing wordplay (tusk is the surname of the prime minister Donald Tusk). Nevertheless, some of the basic elements of the programme, regarding planned acquisition of tools (types of weapons), are continued.

The main assumption of the “Polish tusks” was to acquire the potential of fire impact over large distances. Missiles, especially cruise missiles, were to be the basic tool. The inclusion of unmanned aerial vehicles into the deterrent potential should be, however, treated less seriously. The most advanced unmanned strike systems, including the American Reaper, in the confrontation with an opponent possessing modern anti-

aircraft systems will be characterized by minimal survivability.\(^\text{27}\) The Gryf and Zefir programmes are still included in the *Technical Modernization Programme*, but their purchase has been postponed.

The last element in the framework of the concept of "Polish tusks", i.e. special forces, also seems inadequate in the context of building the deterrence potential. In the rhetorical layer, this concept has been extended beyond common sense. Too many elements have been put into the bag labelled as "deterrence", which only diluted this concept. With a certain dose of good will, special forces that have the capacity to raid an enemy's distant facilities to destroy objects of strategic importance can be treated as part of conventional deterrence. However, Polish special forces do not have such possibilities, primarily due to the lack of appropriate means of transport.

**FROM THE AIR, LAND...**

Missiles are the core of the concept of conventional deterrence in Polish conditions. They can be launched from three environments - from the air, sea and land. All three elements have been addressed - the purchase of appropriate equipment has been done or is in progress. It should be noted that these proceedings are significantly delayed (the Homar programme and especially the Orka programme), and some of their assumptions (regarding the option of equipping submarines with cruise missiles) are still under discussion and may be redefined.

As for missiles launched from the air, in December 2014, a contract was signed for the purchase of 40 missiles Lockheed Martin AGM-158A JASSM and their integration with the F-16 aircraft used by the Polish Air Force. The first missiles were delivered to the base in Poznań-Krzesiny in January 2017.\(^\text{28}\) The missiles have a range of 370 km and have a warhead weighing 450 kg. Therefore, they are able to reach targets not only in the enemy group but also fulfill the strategic goals attacking targets in a strategic depth. What is important, thanks to the large range it is possible to launch the missiles outside the range of the enemy's effective anti-aircraft defence. It is believed that it was the purchase of these missiles that caused Russia moved their airbase in Belarus from Baranavichy to an object located 200 km further from the Polish borders in Bobruisk.\(^\text{29}\)

This shows that simply owning this type of weapon can seriously complicate the enemy's actions.

In December 2016, a contract for the purchase of missiles version AGM-158B JASSM-ER with a range of about 1000 km was signed.\(^\text{30}\) Poland is the first country outside the US that will receive this type of weapon. The US Department of State's approval covers 70 missiles, so that can be the maximum number of missiles contracted by Poland. It is
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a weapon that, having all the features of the AGM-158A version, thanks to a much larger range can be predestined to attack strategic goals.

As land potentials, the NSMs are primarily intended for the destruction of surface targets, but they can also be used against land-based targets. In total, the Sea Missile Unit will have 72 missiles. The head of the Naval Inspectorate in the General Command of the Armed Forces, Vice-Admiral Ryszard Demczuk in an interview for the magazine Dziennik Zbrojny stated that “‘deterring’ by having mobile positions of the Coastal Missile Squadron on the coast in a crisis situation and in an emerging crisis will be a very effective tool in the enforcement of the maritime raison d’etat”.

When the weapon was introduced to the armament of the Polish army, it was even said that they might possibly be able to destroy the Iskander missile launchers, which would be deployed in the Kaliningrad District. However, a relatively small range (officially over 200 km, in practice probably just a little above this limit) and a small warhead (125 kg) strongly limit the possibilities in this respect. In addition to these limitations, the problem is that the Iskander missile system is a highly mobile target, so a comprehensive kill-chain is needed - attack structure, which consists of the detection, identification, tracking and destruction of the target. Due to the mobility of the target, this must be done in real time. Therefore, the NSMs are a valuable tool to combat tactical and operational targets, but not strategic ones.

Another element of the Polish deterrence potential will be rocket launchers which are planned to be purchased within the Homar programme. It is assumed that within the system missiles with a range of about 100 km (probably American MRLS with a range of approx. 70 km and Israeli Extra with a range of 150 km) and larger and heavier rockets with a range of about 300 km (American ATACMS, possibly Israeli Predator Hawk or Lora) will be available.

In July 2017, the idea of purchasing 160 launchers within the Homar programme emerged. It is assumed that 56 launchers for 3 rocket artillery squadrons will be purchased until 2022, then the next ones. These plans are part of the general plans to significantly strengthen Polish artillery, both on a tactical and operational scale. It is supposed to act as a tool of far-reaching influence on the enemy when the enemy has a strong anti-aircraft defence and other anti-access possibilities. Multiple rocket launchers have repeatedly proved their capabilities, also in relation to combating armoured and moving targets.

Acquiring this kind of weaponry would largely strengthen Polish military potential, but still, even due to its range, it is a weapon for use at tactical and operational levels, not strategic ones.

Potentially, it would be possible to purchase land-based missile systems with a larger range. In the United States, a ground launched Tomahawk version was developed. It was a BGM-109G Ground Launched Cruise Missile equipped with a nuclear warhead of 30
the range of about 2,500 km. However, the missiles were withdrawn from weapons in 1991 under the INF Treaty (the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty on the total elimination of intermediate-range missiles). Currently, the USA do not produce or develop weapons of this class (for Poland, one could, of course, only consider a hypothetical variant with a conventional warhead). Also, the French MdCN/NCM cruise missile is not available in a ground-launched version. Western countries do not develop ballistic missiles of this type - there is a gap between tactical and strategic (intercontinental) missiles. Ballistic missiles with a range of 1000-3000 km are the domain of countries such as China, North Korea and Iran. It is difficult to imagine Poland purchasing advanced weapons from these sources.

The purchase of missiles with large spatial capabilities is complicated by the MTCR regime (Missile Technology Control Regime). It prohibits the export of missile technology and other carriers of combat loads with a range of over 300 km capable of carrying 500 kg heads. Poland and countries that could possibly provide appropriate technologies (the USA, France, Germany, Great Britain, South Korea) are MTCR members.

...AND THE SEA, OR “BOOMERS” WITHIN POLAND’S CAPABILITIES

The Polish Navy, the weakest military branch, has coped not only with financial shortage, but also with a lack of the operational doctrine and the concept of a role serving within the whole military system. However, the idea of increasing the Navy significance by entrusting it with the strategic tasks has been arising. The question remains whether the Navy can play a deterrent role in Polish circumstances.

Theoretically, the deterrent potential can include RBS15 Mk3 anti-ship missiles, with the possibility of combating land targets, launched from three small missile ships of the Orkan class. Interestingly, in the statements of politicians and militarians on the formation of “Polish tusks” this armament was omitted. In the case of RBS-15 Mk3 missiles, there are similar limitations as for NSMs. However, the primary purpose of the Oran class ships and the missiles mounted on their decks is to combat enemy ships, and the possibility of attacking ground targets is their added value. It increases the flexibility of this armament in various tactical situations, but it is not the primary function. Therefore, these types of rockets cannot be included in the set of deterrence tools at the strategic level.

The weapon specialized in the projection of strength is to be the most controversial part of the whole system, that is cruise missiles launched from submarines. Their purchase is considered as part of the programme of purchasing submarines (called the Orka programme). 3 or 4 submarines are to be purchased, however the programme is significantly delayed.

In 2013 a suggestion was made that submarines should be equipped with long-range cruise missiles. The Undersecretary of State in the Ministry of National Defence Waldemar Skrzypczak informed about these plans during the Days of Industry conference. These missiles were described as a deterrence weapon that would bring new capabilities not only to the Navy, but also to the entire Polish Armed Forces. It was to be the core of

the Polish strategic triad, consisting also of the land component (launchers purchased as part of the Homar programme) and the air component (JASSMs).

The concept of the triad clearly refers to the strategic nuclear triad, or the three types of nuclear weapon transfer means. The concept has been developed and implemented since the Cold War by the main nuclear powers. It consists of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) fired from land-based launchers, strategic bombers and atomic submarines (called boomers) designed to launch SLBMs (Submarine-launched Ballistic Missiles). Due to their advantages, especially the difficulty in detecting them, they constitute the most important part of the strategic triad. Some countries have based on them their nuclear potential completely (Great Britain) or almost completely (France, which still has a small air component). Of course, boomers are the key element of the triad in the United States and Russia, and recently they have been dynamically developed in China. Also India is starting to develop them. These states assume that one or more ships of this type are on combat patrol at any time, remaining ready to launch their missiles in the event the state has been attacked.

In a more modest version, this deterrence tool is also used in Israel. The state owns submarines that were produced in Germany with conventional propulsion designed to launch Rafael Popeye Turbo missiles with an estimated range of about 1500 km, equipped with nuclear warheads. Due to the specific nature of the Israeli nuclear programme (the so-called nuclear opacity - no official confirmation of nuclear possession by this country), all data about Israel are estimated.

Therefore, the concept that is taken into account in Poland copies the Israeli solution regarding ships (conventional propulsion, except that Polish ships are to be equipped with the Air Independent Propulsion module, which enables a few-week moving underwater at low speed - a very useful feature for long-term patrolling) and missile types (cruise missiles with a range of about a thousand-several hundred kilometres). The difference is one, though fundamental - it is obvious that Poland assumes using conventional warheads. Two types of missiles are taken into account. One of them is the French MdCN/NCM (Missile de Croisière Naval - Naval Cruise Missile), offered together with Scorpene submarines. The other option is the American Tomahawk missile in the currently produced version Block IV. However, the USA do not produce and offer submarines with conventional propulsion, so the missile would have to be integrated with carriers provided by another manufacturer. They can be either German ships type 212 or 214 or Swedish ships type A26. Theoretically, there is one more option: South Korean Hyunmoo-3 missiles and Jangboo-III ships, constructed as part of the Korean Attack Submarine 3 programme based on experience with earlier ships built on the basis of German technologies. The first ship, however, will be ready in 2025.

The concept of the Polish deterrence strategy based on cruise missiles launched from submarines seems very attractive. The range of all discussed rockets oscillates around 1500 km (usually manufacturers do not reveal accurate data), which gives a lot of freedom.


in the selection of targets, also inside Russia. Moreover, the main advantage of the carriers is the secretiveness of action. The air-independent propulsion allows the craft to stay submerged for a few weeks, making the ship’s capabilities close to those of nuclear ships (although the latter have a definite advantage in the form of long-term walking under water at high speed). Owing to the large range of missiles, the ship does not have to stay in the Baltic during patrol, because it can damage targets from other waters around Europe.

However, this concept also has shortcomings that question its strategic assumptions. The following points should be pointed out.

• There are problems with obtaining full control over imported weapons. It is unofficially known that the US, agreeing to export Tomahawk missiles to Spain, reserved the right to co-decide on launching the missiles. At present Spain has resigned from equipping its S-80 submarines with the missiles, though the reason for this can be economic factors and technical problems faced by Spanish warships.

• Designating the role of a carrier of deterrence weapons to submarines will separate them from other tasks. In principle, this means that they lose their tactical skills. First of all, the risk of destroying or just unmasking them during tactical operations related to combating enemy ships will result in not assigning them to these tasks. Secondly, the main advantage of the submarine is the secretiveness of action, and the launch of cruise missiles exposes their location. The ships will thus make long-lasting patrols waiting for a signal to launch the missiles. It seems that this is not the optimal way to use this extremely costly and useful type of weapons in the Baltic conditions. Theoretically, a much better cost-effect relation would result from purchasing more missiles on mobile land launchers, which would also be difficult to detect by the enemy - with proper tactics. The cost-effectiveness would probably be greater.

• A submarine can take on a relatively small number of missiles. Depending on the type of launcher (missiles launched from standard torpedo tubes or from specialized vertical launchers), armament of one ship is up to a dozen missiles. Another barrier is also the high cost of this type of missiles. When in 2015 the Polish Ministry of National Defence asked the US government about the possibility of selling Tomahawk missiles, they inquired only about 24 missiles in total. To put that into perspective, in the first phase of operations in Iraq in 2003 the Americans and the British launched over 700 Tomahawks. It must be borne in mind that Iraq was a country of incomparably smaller potential than Russia (both in terms of the number of potential targets, and anti-aircraft defence facilities that could at least potentially shoot down some of incoming missiles), additionally devastated by sanctions for over a decade. Another example of the use of cruise missiles is the American attack on a Syrian air base in April 2017. 59 missiles were needed to temporarily naturalise one airbase in a state devastated by several years of civil war.

---
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It is difficult not to ask what deterrent effect against Russia a dozen missiles with conventional warheads weighing around 450 kg will bring. It seems that the submarine section of the Polish triad will only be a clumsy imitation of the concept of nuclear deterrence implemented by the largest powers with boomers, and by Israel with the use of more modest but still sufficient resources. Meanwhile, the Polish concept would copy the Israeli option, but without its key component, that is nuclear warheads.

**Target Selection - Escalate or De-Escalate?**

Proponents of the concept of equipping submarines with cruise missiles argue that the appropriate deterrent effect can be obtained by proper selection of targets. The point is to make the attack as expensive for Russia as possible. Therefore, it must be directed to objects of strategic importance. For obvious reasons, Poland has no official concept of using this type of strategy, but one can guess that it could be, for example, objects related to the processing and storage of liquid fuels and gas, as well as the production and transmission of electricity.

The dilemma regarding the selection of targets does not only refer to the submarine rockets, but also to the JASSM-ER missiles already ordered for F-16 aircraft. They have similar properties in terms of spatial and destructive capabilities. Thus, the basic question is: *Should objects of strategic importance for Russia be attacked?* The modest number of weapons available in combination with conventional warheads will result in a limited destructive effect in the form of activity disruption in the strategic branches of the Russian economy. Politically, Poland’s attack would be an expression of the desire to escalate. The missiles would be an up-escalator, a medium pushing the escalation to a higher level (according to the concept of Albert and Roberta Wholstetter). The exchange of blows with Russia must end tragically for Poland, even if the opponent does not use nuclear weapons. Poland should strive not to enter the next, higher level of the escalation ladder, but rather to descend to the lower levels. Every action constituting a pretext for the escalation of military operations is extremely dangerous for a definitely militarily weaker party. Having no final (that is nuclear) resources, Poland cannot afford to respond in accordance with the risk escalation model. Instead, it can adopt the model of violence escalation, based on the longest possible control over the development of the situation, the gradation of the measures of armed violence and the preservation of the possibility of relatively quick and easy de-escalation. The model of risk escalation assumes the gradation of threats, but without the use of force, and the possibility of losing control over the development of the situation is to be an additional deterrent. The prospect of a war that no one will be able to prevent is to restrain the opponent’s activity. However, for this model a state needs to have nuclear weapons.

It is also difficult to imagine the implementation of the “de-escalation by escalation” scenario with conventional weapons (especially considering the relatively small
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destructive potential of the weapons that Poland plans to acquire). This concept occurs in the French nuclear doctrine in the form of the ultimate warning (ultime avertissement). It is also thought to be adopted by Russia, although the concept of nuclear de-escalation does not appear in the official doctrine of that state. It would be a kind of “warning shot”, which is a signal of determination to defend their interests, and at the same time a warning against the possibility of moving the conflict to the next level of escalation, where its dynamics will be difficult to control.

Of course, the situation will change if NATO engages into a conflict unconditionally and on full scale. Therefore, possible strategic escalation actions should be left to NATO, because only the Alliance (that is, practically the USA) is capable of carrying out such activities on the required scale, as well as responding to development of the situation and further Russian activities, at a higher level of escalation. The attack on strategic objects carried out by Poland alone can therefore be considered only as a response to a similar attack from Russia, possibly in the case of a nuclear attack.

THE NEED OF ISTAR CAPABILITIES

The crucial condition of adequate target selection are appropriate ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance) capabilities. The need to have a system of recognition on a scale and with possibilities adequate to planned targets, including satellite recognition, cannot be overlooked. There is a need for precise data not only about the location of targets (location in real time for mobile targets), but also about possible counter measures, both near targets and the entire flight route. This will make it possible to select the most convenient flight route, flight altitude, turning points, etc. Although Poland can get help from the allies in this respect, their readiness to unconditional cooperation on this issue may be questionable if the international situation gets worse. It is also necessary to develop appropriate decision-making procedures and communication systems (including communication system with a submerged submarine).

At present, reconnaissance missions into deep enemy territory can be accomplished only by F-16 aircraft with DB-110 electro-optical infrared reconnaissance pods. The Polish Navy is virtually “blind”. The Sea Missile Unit equipped with NSM missiles lacks appropriate capabilities - TRS-15M radars on truck chassis restrict effective combat range to about 40 kilometres, due to radar horizon effect. That limitation does not allow to effectively use NMS missiles in anti-ship role, when the only external source of information about enemy vessels might be M28 Bryza aircrafts with ASR400 radars (slow propeller planes without self-protection systems, that is minimally survivable in case of using enemy countermeasures). The situation is similar in Polish Air Forces - reconnaissance measures have been left out when AGM-158 missiles were acquired. Without reconnaissance systems

the huge potential of AGM-158 in engaging targets deep inside enemy territory cannot be used. At best, the Polish military will be fully reliant on allied sources on information, which means that Poland gives up building own sovereign deterrent potential and accepts the fact, that Polish missiles will become only “brick” in allied capability, with no possibility of independent usage.

The temporary solution is an agreement between Polish Ministry of Defence and Agenzia Spaziale Italiana on data acquisition from Italian satellites. The first step applies to radar data from Cosmo-SkyMed constellation, the second step is to be downloading optoelectronic data from Optsat-3000 satellite. Poland is establishing Defence User Guide System in Białobrzegi near Warsaw, which is expected to achieve full operational capability on 2020.46 The satellite reconnaissance is a necessary condition for supporting deep missile strikes against the enemy with integrated air defence system, which limits the ability to conduct reconnaissance using manned or unmanned aircrafts. Admittedly, satellites do not ensure constant 24-hour surveillance, but due to the nature of the targets (stationary objects or targets with limited mobility) it is not an essential requirement. The need to observe only one limited area (east of Poland) allows to calculate the satellite trajectory in order to reduce revisit time (however, the best solution is to increase the number of satellites in constellation). The problem is the absence of national Polish satellite system and relying solely on data purchasing from a foreign country - this is a half measure. There are, however, plans to build independent satellite systems, but they are still at the early stage of development. The 2017 Polish Space Strategy calls for establishing a satellite infrastructure for security and defence purposes, but no steps have been taken to implement that recommendation.

CONCLUSIONS

Long-range cruise missiles are weapons of great importance and considerable capacity, but only at the operational level. The primary task for this type of weapon should be destroying this type of targets - airports, bases, weapons and fuel storage facilities, command posts, radiolocation stations, long-range and medium-range anti-aircraft sets, tactical and tactical-operational missile launchers. It is worth analysing against what targets the USA, the UK and more recently, Russia use cruise missiles. They are, first of all, a kind of political declaration (it is no coincidence that the USA used Tomahawks in Syria during the visit of the President of China47). But such declarations are made by the superpower, and the target (not necessarily the addressee of the declaration) is a weak state that is deprived of the possibility of an adequate response. This way of acting cannot in any way be an inspiration for Poland. The other method is strictly tactical and operational. Cruise missiles are primarily used as a kind of battering ram that takes control over the opponent’s anti-aircraft systems and “chops a path” for subsequent strikes carried out by the state’s air force.


The development of deterrence by punishment (assuming possible counterstroke that would cause unacceptable losses for a potential opponent) is a controversial idea in Polish conditions. Available tools of retaliation will not be able to trigger the desired effect in confrontation with a state like Russia. Attacking strategic targets can push an escalation spiral to a level where Poland will not have tools to respond adequately. Retaliation actions on a strategic scale, if they were to be conducted, should remain the domain of allies (primarily the USA).

Poland should focus on tactical and operational actions, also with the use of long-range power projection measures. However, these measures should be obtained taking into account the cost/effect relation (here submarine-launched cruise missiles are particularly controversial). One should be aware of their usefulness on the operational level, but not fetishizing them as a tool for retaliation on a strategic scale. They should constitute a fragment of a larger whole, which is adequately equipped armed forces functioning as an efficient system. In this context, some power projections should be obtained, but without megalomania and superpower aspirations.

In this regard, a broad view of the military modernization program is not very encouraging. Following problems should be mentioned: lack of comprehensive approach and long-term vision of modernization process, which results in accidental and often not most needed purchases (the bizarre case is building a submarine rescue ship, when the prospects of Polish submarine fleet is unclear), defective functioning of weapons acquisition system (e.g. unrealistic requirements, underestimation of the costs), poor innovation and production abilities across domestic military industry, persistence on oversized military structures with relatively small combat component, negligence in training the military reserve (instead of this, development of controversial program of territorial defence).

Building a conventional deterrence potential against an opponent that is much stronger militarily and in addition is a nuclear state, although seemingly attractive, seem to be a fantasy and a phantasmagoria rather than a real alternative. This does not mean that Poland should not consistently build its own military potential. The efficiency of the army as a comprehensive system is of key importance. Armament superiority, though desirable and sensitive in some areas, is not always the most important. Striving to buy modern equipment one should avoid technical fundamentalism, and treat this equipment as part of a system, which contains the following elements: doctrine, organization, coordination of command, training (including its continuity), combat readiness, mobilization system, logistics. In short, everything that makes the armed forces an efficient system. This system will certainly be more effective in deterrence than certain "insular" capabilities to which excessive driving power is attributed.

---


CAN POLAND BUILD CONVENTIONAL DETERRENCE CAPABILITY AGAINST RUSSIA?